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THE BRIEF HISTORY + RESEARCH

The Highlands – As the largest region in Scotland, covering 
most of the northern part of the country, Highlands Scotch 
varies quite a bit. Most finish dry but that’s where the compar-
isons end. West Highlands Scotch starts sweet, while North 
Highlands Scotch tends toward the spicy. Other Highlands 
Scotches are generally slightly sweet and light. Glenmorangie 
is arguably this region’s most famous export.

The Lowlands – Only a few distilleries inhabit the southern 
portion of Scotland known as The Lowlands and none have 
high name recognition in the States. Because they’re usually 
unpeated and mellow, they frequently end up in blends or in 
the glasses of newer Scotch drinkers.

Islay – Scotches from this western island’s handful of distill-
eries are not for the uninitiated. When you think of smoky 
(AKA peaty) Scotches, they’re generally grown here and get 
their peat intensity from the naturally occurring moss that 
distillers use as fuel to malt the barley. Ardbeg, Bruichladdich, 
Lagavulin and Laphroaig all hail from Islay, which is pro-
nounced EYE-lah.

Dairy farmers near distilleries often pick up the discarded 
pulp of corn and other grains used to make whiskey. The two 
have a symbiotic relationship.
The distilleries dispose of excess grain waste and give the 
farmers a nutrient-rich feed for their livestock. The feed helps 
the cows produce more milk.

What younger consumers do appreciate though is craft. 
Although craft doesn’t have to belong to heritage, you can still 
be a real craftsman even if you haven’t done something for 
years and years.

Look at how younger audiences have fallen in love 
with new craft beers, such as Guinness’ Dublin Porter and 
Guinness’ West Indies Porter, which are produced in a more 
artisan methods.

Whisky can play in this area. It takes craft to make a 
fantastic blend and that’s something to be appreciated. 
And what’s more, you can do what you want with the crafted 
product – take ownership of it and make it your own with your 
mixers of choice – just what younger consumers are looking 
for.

THE BRAND
This whiskey brand is a newcomer to the whiskey game. It’s 
made in small batches and crafted with care. Founded in 
Bend, OR, this whiskey brand calls out to the outdoorsy, the 
people that do work and put in long hours.

Strengths: Focuses on craft, on reaching out to people that 
appreciate that aspect.

Values: We like to work hard and play harder. We wake up 
early and stay up late. 

Tone: Outdoorsy. Against the grain (of the oak barrels we 
use). Breaking into the PNW market of Scotch drinkers. We 
play hard, and we work hard. Come join the tribe.

Ambition: This whiskey seeks to be the go-to midrange single 
malt whiskey that the PNW drinks. This whiskey seeks out the 
customers that appreciate craft, hard work, and good times.

“Too much of anything is bad, but too 
much good whiskey is barely enough.” 

― Mark Twain
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LINKS

AMERICAN SINGLE MALT 
WHISKEY COMMISSION

https://www.caskers.com/westward-american-sin-
gle-malt-whiskey/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIrJ3t4uOL-
3gIVlIV-Ch1RpQaFEAkYAyABEgKrZfD_BwE

https://www.finewinehouse.com/rogue-spirits-oregon-
rye-malt-whiskey-750ml.html?vfsku=ymkt213196&vf-
sku=ymkt213196&gpla=pla&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIrJ3t4uOL-
3gIVlIV-Ch1RpQaFEAkYASABEgI3XfD_BwE

https://www.reservebar.com/westland-american-oak

https://www.forbes.com/sites/taranurin/2017/06/16/every-
thing-you-always-wanted-to-know-about-whiskey-but-were-
afraid-to-ask/#2592f4c46666

https://scotchwhisky.com/magazine/opinion-debate/the-de-
bate/8106/what-s-the-best-whisky-marketing-message/

1. Made from 100% malted barley

2. Distilled entirely at one distillery

3. Mashed, distilled, and matured in the USA

4. Matured in oak casks of a capacity not exceeding 700 
Liters

5. Distilled to no more than 160 (US) proof 80% ABV

6. Bottled at 80 proof or more 40% ABV

OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
Golden Promise + Full Pint Cross: “Based on the results 
of more Golden Promise-Full Pint progeny, finer structure 
genetic mapping of barley flavor genes is underway with Rahr 
Malting Co. The researchers are also working with Deschutes 
Brewery in Bend to brew more representative beers from 
three of the selected progeny. OSU is producing 100 pounds 
of malt of each of three selections, and of a control variety 
called Copeland, in its on-campus malt house.”

Although originally designed and grown with flavoring beers 
in mind, this whiskey distillery is sourcing some or most of it’s 
barley from within Oregon.

COMPETITOR PROFILE

House Spirits (Portland, OR): 

Co-owner and CEO Tom Mooney makes use of locally grown 
barley, and ages the whiskey in full-size barrels. Westward 
offers a cross of rich, malty sweetness, with a dry, spicy oak 
influence. Westward American Single Malt Whiskey is a grain-
to-glass celebration of the American pioneer spirit. Made from 
scratch from Pacific Northwest two-row barley, fermented 
with American ale yeast for outstanding flavor, double pot 
distilled for exceptional character, matured in new American 
oak barrels, and never chill filtered, Westward brings together 
the very best of the American whiskey and craft beer 
traditions.

 $80 for 750mL

AUDIENCE + MARKET
The audience for this whiskey is mid-range scotch drinkers. 
Predominantly male and concentrated on the west coast of 
the United States.

Age: ranges from 21-60 

Likes: drinking, experimenting with new cocktails, testing out 
new drinks, kicking back for an evening and relaxing with a 
drink in hand. 

Interests: Being outdoors, working hard and playing harder. 
Ruggedness. They like their drinks strong, their fiends close, 
and meeting new people. NW friendliness.
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Westland (Seattle, WA):
 
The initial nose provides lemon and orange custard, backed 
by freshly made waffle cone. Shortly after, a rich creaminess 
emerges with creme brûlée and chocolate custard, while a 
hint of jasmine hides just beneath the surface. The first sip 
confirms the creamy and rich fruit custard notes of the nose, 
adding an element of Rainier cherries. After five minutes, 
melting swiss chocolate is revealed with a hint of almond. 
Extended tastings bring out bananas and cream with Turkish 
coffee.

$75 for 750mL

Rogue Brewing (Newport, OR): 

Rogue Farms Oregon Single Malt Whiskey opens with an 
attractive aroma of floral honey, peach and mango. Medium-
to-full bodied, the aromas slowly transition to lush, ripe 
fruit and brown spice. The grains used are plowed, disced, 
harrowed, seeded, fed, watered, threshed, winnowed, malted, 
milled, mashed, fermented, distilled, smithed, barrel-aged and 
bottled by hand. When you grow it, you know it.

$40 for 750mL

Average Pricing: 
Based on the average prices for several well-known and not 
so well know brands the average price for 750mL is $85.

COMPETITOR PROFILE COMPETITOR PROFILE
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BRAND NAME IDEATION
GOLD RUSH

NORTHWEST

OREGON LOCATIONS/DESCRIPTIONS

• 1852
• Gold Rush Whiskey
• Golden Emerald
• Northern Gold
• Rock Creek Dist
• Josephine Creek
• Golden Northwest Whiskey
• NW Gold
• 18FiftyTwo
• Oregon Gold

• PNWhiskey
• North Whiskey
• Mistral (northwesterly wind)
• 315 Degrees
• ThreeFifteen
• 45th Parallel (already used)

• Rock Creek Distillery
• Woodlands Whiskey
• Timberland Distillery
• Backwoods Distillery
• Wildwood Whiskey
• Snake River Distillery (already used)
• Snake River Spirits
• Redwood Spirits

BRAND NAME DEFINED
Wildwood Whiskey

THE DEVELOPMENT

the angel's share
“the amount of an alcoholic drink (such 
as cognac, brandy, or whiskey) that is 
lost to evaporation when the liquid is 
being aged in porous oak barrels.”
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MOODBOARD MOODBOARD HIGHLIGHTS

• Timber
• Oak
• Wood
• Rough
• Musky

• Outdoors
• Camping
• Smoky
• Warm
• Smell of forest
• Oak
• Pine
• Sap

• Barley
• Toasty
• American
• Earthy
• Fresh air
• Sunshine
• Hard work

• Exploration
• Adventure
• Early mornings
• Fresh mountain air
• Trees
• Hiking
• Outdoorsy
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INK SKETCHES DIGITAL SKETCHES

WILDWOOD

WILDWOOD

WILDWOOD WILDWOOD

1. I started digitizing the mark and playing with it - stretching 
and resizing it. Eventually I determined that it was best left at 
the same dimensions it was originally created in. 

2. The next step was to play with the type and select the most 
appropriate typeface for the wordmark. The wordmark should 
relate enough to the wordmark that it can stand on its own 
without the mark and still be recognizable as belonging to the 
brand.

4. Secondary marks are explored. The placement of the 
mark above the “W” could be used for instances when the 
full name is not able to be used due to space requirements. 
Additionally, the “W” may be used on its one.

3. The final pairing of type and the mark was with Labor Union 
Regular. The slight serif lends an old feel to it while remaining 
clean and modern. The “W”s have more character than most 
fonts which adds to the character of the brand since the 
brand name will have two or three “W”s in the name (when 
paired with “Whiskey”).

5. Secondary marks continued. Explored a layout with the “W” 
on top of the three trees, however one of th branches needed 
to be removed for it not to run into the “W”.

Original

Proxima Nova

Shrunk horizontally

Alegreya Sans

Stretched horizontally

Alber New
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THE FINAL MARK

SECONDARY MARKS

THe Mark

American Single Malt Whiskey

American Single Malt Whiskey

THe Mark

American Single Malt Whiskey

American Single Malt Whiskey

THe Mark

American Single Malt Whiskey

American Single Malt Whiskey

THe Mark

American Single Malt Whiskey

American Single Malt Whiskey

THe Mark

American Single Malt Whiskey

American Single Malt Whiskey

THe Mark

American Single Malt Whiskey

American Single Malt Whiskey

THE MARK

“There is no bad whiskey. There are 
only some whiskeys that aren’t as 
good as others.”

― Raymond Chandler
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THE MARK BREAKDOWN

American Single Malt Whiskey

The full mark is shown below and broken down into it’s 
individual pieces and usage requirements.

The height and width of the “W” is the amount of clear space 
that is required around the logo. Any less space than this 
makes the logo feel crowded and detracts from the brands 
style.

The word mark is “roughened” in Adobe Illustrator. The 
expanded version should be used in all instances of the 
wordmark and

The placement of the pictorial mark should not be less than 
half the height of the “WILDWOOD” wordmark. This allows 
enough space to make the wordmark readable but doesn’t 
feel disconnected from the pictorial mark.

Labor Union comes in only caps and has a almost stencil, 
industrial revolution feel to it. It lends itself to the feel of the 
rough, sturdy, hard-working brand visual that we are trying to 
portray. This font should only be used for the wordmark and 
primary headers.

Open Sans Regular pairs well with the Labor Union font. 
The sans serif, rounded forms of Open Sans contrast the 
hard lines of the Labor Union font. It should be used in bold 
for sub headers and in regular for any copy that is read in 
paragraphs. The font size should remain between 9-12 pts for 
copy and 12-16 for sub heads.

TYPOGRAPHY

TITLE AND HEADER FONT: 
LABOR UNION REGULAR

SUBHEAD & COPY FONT: 
OPENS SANS REGULAR & 
BOLD ITALIC

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p 
q r s t u v w x y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 ! # $ % & ?><

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P 
Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s 
t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 ! # $ % & ?><

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q 
R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s 
t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 ! # $ % & ?><
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THE MARK IN COLORCOLOR PALETTE

RGB 191/54/4

CMYK 18/91/100/9

HEX# CD421F

RGB 243/226/206

CMYK 4/10/18/0

HEX# F3E2CE

METALLIC INK RGB 7/81/111

CMYK 96/64/37/19

HEX# 07516F
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SECONDARY MARKS IN COLOR SECONDARY MARKS IN COLOR
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THE APPLICATIONS

Here’s to fighting, stealing, and drinking
“If you fight, may you fight for a friend; if you 
steal, may you steal a lover’s heart; and if 
you drink, may you drink with us.”

BUSINESS CARD
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LETTERHEAD ENVELOPE
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BOTTLES
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